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.11;> photos. Lowest

pnces m town. Fast, pleasing. CaU 265-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE, A-Photographer.
07/27
BAliA'I FAITH TEACHINGS to establish world
unity. Weekly discussions, FREE Literature. Write
Box4873. Zip87106. Call2%-5870.
07/27
CONTACTS??! POLISHING & SOLUTIONS,
Casey Optical Company, 2S.S~8736,
.
07127
SUPPORT THE ARTS!- BUY ConceptiQns ~outh
west. On sale now in Marron Hall Rm. Ul, the
_Mercado, and the UNM Bookstore for $2.00. 07/27
PRICES REDUCED lO per cent tQ 40 per cent off
entire inventory. $11.00 backpacks, now $9,00. Leg
lights only $1.00. 27" gumwall tire, now just, $3.2S.
Brake cable complete with housing, SSe. Toe clips,
water bottles, aUoyrear racks, thorn tubes, handlebar
tnpe, lubes, all at lowest prices, 102 Richmond NE
Richmond Bicycle Supply. 266-1611
01120
FREE EARS
FREE TALK - FREE MINDS, We
can hsten to your problems With an open mind and a
different perspective, Call or come and see us,
AGORA's here forrou. 277-3013.
07/13
THE U.S,D,A, ESTIMATES that each American ..
Will cons~me ten pounds of food additives thiS- year!
You won teat any at the Morning Glory Cafe. 2933
Monte Vista NE. Right behind the Triangle.
07/27
CHILDREN 7 YEARS OLD needed to participate in
uudy of children's thought. Call Dr. Frances Harnlck
277-4209,
07127
I NOW UNDERSTAND why my tuition ha-s· b~~n
raised, Walking to my car Tuesday morning, l saw
one UNM employee moWing the grass. Three other
employees wmched him, doing absolutely nothing.
07/20
BEAUTIFUL KITIENS FREE to good bome(s).
Pleasecalll·5 p.m. 277~2900
07/20
NOT PLANNING ON nunking, but doing so
anyway7 AGORA Is student to student help. Call us
If you wam to talk. 277·3031.
07/20
EXPERIENCED DEDICATED DRUMMER neods
work. Plays variety. Call296-4723,
07120

2.

LOST & FOUND

LOST: LADIES WATCH, silver oval bands with
turquoise stones. Reward. 242~5892, 26S-8596. 07/13
FOUND: JULY 6, near Marron Hall, one tennis

racket. Describe and claim. Marron Hall, rm. 131.
07/20
FOUND: WRIST WATCH on Buena Vista. Identify
watch and band to claim. Call294.75.54.
07/20

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE, A completc typing and
editorial system. Technical, general~ legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts& rables, 34S-ll2S,
07/27
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3~minuae Passport Photos. No appointment.
268·8515.
7/27
OUITAR LESSONS. Folk, rock, classical, jazz.
Marc's guitar studio. 255-5886. 41 Quality private
instruction."
07/27
NEED HELP? DON'T drop out. Will tutor Eng.
100, 101, IOZ: Cbem. 121-122. Blo. 110,121,122.
learn how to study, J4S-S232,
07/06
MERRIAM'S TYPING SERVICE, can 266-4770,
Experienced, engineering, legal, medical, statistical.
07/20
OET YOUR TYPEWRITER repaired now at
Discount Prices, 881-4213.
tfn
FAST ACCURATETYPING266·395J.
tfn
NEED HELP WITH PAPERS? Typing, editing,
revision. research. 281-3001
07/20
FREE BICYCLE REPAIR CLINICS at thc
Albuquerque Slke Coop. 6:30 pm Thursdays.
Tonight's topic: rear derailleurs. Dring your bicycle!
106 Girard SE. Room 117. 265-5170.
07/13
SUPER TUNE-UPS, $10, You buy pans. Bob, 265·
4054.
07/20
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND wriLing assistance,
265·1164.
07/27
FREE BICYCLE REPAIR clinks at 1hcAlbuqucrque
Bike Co·op. 6:30 pm Thursdays. Tonight's topic:
hubs. Bring your bicycle! 106 Girard SE Room 117.
265-5110
07120
COMPARE OOR PRICES on bicycle parts and
accessories. Expert repjairs. Or do your own repairs
with our tools. Instruction available. Albuquerque
Dike Co--op. 106Girard SE. Room 117. 265·5170
o7120

4.

HOUSEMATE TO SHARE spacious two _bedroom
house near UNM $110 phis utilities, C..l1842-9879.
07/27
TWO BEDROOM APT
Dishwater and disposal.
$220~mo. plus gas and electric. No pets. No children.
15 mm, from UNMby freeway.-298.0090.
07/13
STUDENT SPECIAL, COZY one-bedroom with all
utllitics paid, $6.5. Valley Rentals. :26.Z..l751_. $30 fee.
07/13
NE FOUR ROOM HOUSE. Shaded yard. $95
Utilities paid. Valll);y Rentals262·1751. $30 fee. 07/t3
PLUSH TWO BEDROOM modern kitchen yard for
children, $130, Valley Rentals. 262-1751. $30 fee.
07/13
NEED ROOMMATE FOR house in S.E. Heights.
$130 inclusive, 256-7431.
07/27
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to stJare a house I·
blk from campus. $75/mo. plus V) utilities, 266w2307,
07/'1.7
FURNISHED BFF~CIBNCY, UTILITIES paid, near
UNM, $143.00 mo, 1710 Coal Pl. S.E., call 345-2627
07/20
PRIMO SE TWO-BEDROOM, central air, full
kitchen $130. Ca11262~l7St Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
07/20
GIRLS TWO ROOMAT~S four bedroom house
completely furnished, 29~-0903,
07/20
TWO OR THREE bedrooms in nice North Valley
area. Clean and in gOod c;:andltion. Corner lot.
$29,9001 Century21 A~l Realty266-8648.
07/20
BETWEEN CARLISLE-UNIVERSITY. One
bedrooms $65-$90, utilities paid. Two bedrooms
$130·$170, 262-1751 Valley Rental$. $30 fee.
07120
CHARMING CARRIAGE HOUSE studio apt.
Furmshed, wood stave, private patio. Downtown
07/20
neighborhood $175 utilities paid 842-Q23.3
COMBINE & SAVE. Fenced three bedrooms, two
baths, disposal, dishwasher, pool. $285 utilities paid.
262-1751. ValleyRentals.$30 fee,
o7/20
BEAUTIFUL HOME FOR the professionallY
oriented. 320 feet of custom bookshelves, private
study, fireplace. many energy saving features. $SO's.
Century 21 A· I Realty 266·86.:18
07/27

5.

SA VB NOW! PADLOCKS, chains, and cubics: ail JANITORS, PERMANENT, PART~ TIME evening
reduced 20 per cent. Bicycle .Pat1S and accessoiles l 0 · work. Ehperience not necessary. Experienced
per cent to 40 per cent off resular low prices. Reduced floo~men needed, AppJy Martin Maintenance, J31
labor rates thru July 31st. 102 Richmond NE. 07/20
Mesilla NE, Thursday, Friday, 3:00 ~6:00pm, 07/13
FIAT 124 SPORT COUPE 1972 excellent condition, APARTMENT MANAGER WANTED. Prefer CHEAP WATERBEDS AT Water Trips, $99 buys
new brakes and shocks, perfect interior below book cJcan·cut ~ature single male to rent, manage and
you I) Any Size dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety
-must sell, leaving town, 298 2671.
01120 pe~form mmor maintenance for 26 newer UNM arC<!
liner, 3) f~am Insulated comfort pad, 4) any size
1967 VW BUO, with 1970 rebuilt engine. Good tires u~uts In e"ch~nge for apartment and utilities. mattress with .5~yr guarantee. $99 at Water Trips
(2 snow). Needs work. $444, 266-23~6 after!!. 07/20 References req~Jred, Call for interview appointment 3407 Ccntral NB. 255-2289,
07/27
07127
. 1972 DATSUN 1200 COUPE, great gas mileage, 883-5940.
LOVABLE PUP AVAILABLE. Mostly Shepherd,
NEEDED; CASHIER W~LL TRAIN. Must be able Ah,out SIX months old. Free. Call Edie at 277·5234 or
Excellent condition. Radial tires. AM-Fm radio.
$1350.00. 877-5858.
07120 to work some nights ar.d weekends. Apply in person 25~-8239,
07/13
SEARS KENMORE SEEKS clean r'ermanent after 2:00. Frontier Restaurant, 2400 Central. 07/27 TEACHER ADVOCATE AT UNM. ATFINMFT a.
reJ~ri~nship with person with $70. Into sPinning and
ll a.m. TuTh SUB.
07/20
agitation,
07/20 FALL S~MESTER; CANTERBURY CO·\)P, small
DON'T FORGET! BEVERLY BLOSSOM and Co.,
STUDENT DESK WITH extra shelving on top co·ed residence, 3 meals daily, ncar campus. Single and Bertram Ross present modern dances,· Friday,
07/27 July 21,8:00 p.m., RodcyThcatre.
$40,00, royaJ blue carpet with pad and 3 runners rooms$800, 247-251.5.
07/20
$45.00.268-1039.
07/27
READING AID FOR visually handicapped. Enlarges
newsprint to 2 inches on TV type screen (included).
ICost $1800. Sacrifice$600 cash. 898·3931.
07/27
1970 OPEL CADET good body, tires, motor, $450.
UNM's ne• creatf11e publication
243·6549 after five.
07120
of literary and artistic concepts
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Regents 0K bond refunding
1

The first edition of

6.

By MARC MERVIS

EMPLOYMENT

Apply in person, no phone calls please. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5708 Lomas NE. 5516 Menaul NE,
07/27
TRIBUNE NEWSPAPER ROUTE: Monday Saturday, 3:30 • 5:30. $340.00/mo, 266-6676. 07/13
HELP WANTED. PERRY'S Pizza, 2004 Central SE.
Across from UNM. 1) Days, appro;~~. 30 hrs. per
week. 2} Pizza roller, mornings - approx, 10 . 12 hrs.
07/13

Chamlsa Bookshop
"Albuqucrquc"s Discount Bookstore ..

~OR. SALE: .1970 Chevy Impala, good body, good
mtenor, rebuilt transmission, runs great. $750 or best
tfn
offer, 243-7409.
I? PER CENT DISCOUNT on all Peugeot- Nishiki
bacycles, J,J. Moped. 3222 Central SE. 268-3949.
07/27
ANTIQUE CLOTHING CORNER at "Second
Chance Man," 3004D Central SE, J0-.5 pm, Tues.
thru Friday.
07127
LE-:' VI NO TOWN
MUST sell good stereo with
rad1o, turntable, speakers ror $.50 and loveseat $25
Call Bill, 266-2982.
(J?/20
COMPARE OUR PRICES ON bicycle parts and
a~cessories. Expert repairs. Or do your own repairs .
w!th our tools. Instruction available. Albuquerque
B1ke Coop. 106 Girard SE. Roorn 117. 265~5170.

36ll Simms S.E.

•

266-1228

/wlojjCarlbfe S.E.lObfocksst<Ulh vj Ce11tral

Your best bet for new and used book.f!,
. "new shipment of sale books"

on sale
$2.00
In Marron Hall Room 131
UNM Bookstore and
the Mercado

Stetson Laboratory for Dermatologic Research from a $50,000
bequest by the widow of the late
Dr. Dudley Stetson of Sao.ta Fe;
-Jim :roya, choice of the All
Indian Pueblo Council, as a
temporary member of the BCMC
Board of Trustees. The Pueblo
Governors will meet today to select
their regular member of the board;
-a BCMC supplemental lease
agreement between the regents and
Bernalillo County;
-the elimination of the master
of arts in teaching degree (MAT)
because of its duplication of other
university programs;
-the disposal of certain library
materials with a book fair sale to
students;
-faculty contracts of new staff
for the academic year 1978-79.
In a spirit of good will, the board
approved a resolution of appreciation to Stan Bates, com-

Record budget passed
By,MARC MERVIS
Bernalillo County Medical Cent~r's Board of
Trustees unanimously approved a record budget of
more than $27 million July 18 for fiscal year 1979
which began July L
Approved was an expense budget of $27.7 million.
Gross patient revenue for fiscal year 1979, or the total
charges billed to patients, is projected to reach $38.8
million.
Because of contractual agreements suc)l as
Medicare,. Medica!d and Public Health Services,
BCMC expects net patient revenue to amount to $23.8
million, or 38.6 per cent less than the gross patient
revenue projection.
Also considered in the expense budget is a projected
$4.1 million in county property tax revenue.
A $761,000 excess of revenue over expenses is expected to be used for the purchase of equipment.
One million dollars has been appropriated by the
state legislature which will be provided to BCMC
through the School of Medicine to meet "capital
needs."
Duane Derr, BCMC budget manager, said thereis a
"current deficiency in capital needs projected at about
$4 million."
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HOUSING

ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED apartment with

He said BCMC is greateful to the legislature for
appropriating that amount.
Patricia Sussmann of BCMC said UNM now has
full control of BCMC as of July I, when a lease
agreement between UNM and BCMC went into effect.
P~eviously, BCMC was operated by a joint powers
agreement . between · UNM and. Bernalillo County,
Sussmann said.
Sh!! explained that under the terms of the old
agreement (joint powers) UNM had operating and
administrative control of BCMC.
Referring to the lease of $1 a year by UNM,
Sussmann said the new lease "won't change
anything."
Sussmann said the county must continue the fourmill levy as a condition of UNM's lease and operation
ofBCMC.
BCMC held a dedication ceremony July 19 for a
new nursery wing on the third floor for newborn
babies.
Construction and equipment of the new nursery unit
was paid for by an appropriation of $480,509 by the
state legislature and $200,000 from a Bernalillo
County bond issue.

miSSIOner of the Western Athletic
Conference, for his personal efforts
in the selection of UNM as the site
of the 1983 NCAA basketball
championship tournament.
The regents· approved two
honorary medals to be awarded at
the next commencement ceremony
in May 1979.
The Regents Meritorious Service
Medal will be awarded annually to
a member or members of the
faculty and staff of UNM in
recognition of extraordinary and
distinguished service to the
University.

The Regents Recognition Medal
will be awarded to a person or
persons outside the universitv
community who have performed
outstanding service to the institution.

TRANSPARENUES• CoPIES • LAMIIATIIfG
lltJI"IhED l!tBEL.S·.EJ/H ciFI/Jt./JcvELoprHG

Is your bicycle tired? Run
down? Suffering from iron
deficiency anemia? Cheer up!
Let our expert mechanics put
it back into condition for the

UNM students come from all
parts of the city, and they arrive at
UNM in many different ways.
Some of them walk. Some of them
ride bikes, cars, mopeds, buses, or
skateboards. Some hitchhike. But
because many students arrive by
car, parking is one of UNM's big
problems.
With about 29,000 applications
sent out and 3500 spaces available,
it's fair to expect some problems in
issuing parking permits, which cost
$36 a year for students. Walt Birge
of UNM's Parking Services said
faculty and staff get preference in
picking which of the ten parking
zones they want to park in.
Students are then given any surplus
spaces left over. Out-ot-town
applications are mailed first to give
these students an even chrutce at the
first-come, first-serve permits with
the in-town students, he said.
People who send back their
applications immediately ana yet
don't receive a permit might think
· Parking Services has goofed. But
some mistakes are also made by
applicants or the post office.
Here are some tips on getting
your applications in as soon as
possible. First, read the instructions
that come with your application.
The words "mail in" are always
underlined, but some people still try

Semester ahead

ITRIJIAN

fR'tSO
SUBS

Mon-Sat
10amtol0pm
Sun12pmto 7pm

2206 Central SE

"Don't

ss.oo off with coupon

fence

on tune up and Safety checkup
regularly s15.00 to s2o.oo

R. C. Hallett's World
2122 Coal Pl. SE

expires 8/31/78

.

hampion Bicycles
843·9378

Fatsono.l

Fatsono.2

Ham, Pepperoni,
Salami, Provolone,
Mozzarella.

Meatball, Sausage,
Eggplant Parmesan

me
in'

50coff
Regular size sub only
Coupon good
through 8-31-78

J

l

The board consists of five
members. Those present at Friday's
meeting were: President Henry
Jaramillo Jr., Vice President Ann
Jourdan,
Secretary- Treasurer
Calvin Horn and board member
Dr. Phillip U. Marinez. Board
member Colleen Maloof was absent.

Busses or parking
are available

(

s~imming

pool, dishwasher. dispoSal. refrigerattd
a1r. No pets or children. $195 with all ulilities paid,
209ColumbiaSE. Calh2SS-268S,
lfn
FALL S~MESTER: CANTF.RBURY CO·OP, small
co-ed_ res1dence, 3 meals daily, near campus. Sfng1e
rooms S800, 247-2Sl.S.
01127
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY, UTILITIES paid.
Sl43.00hno. 1710Coal SE. Ca11345-2627.
07/13

state Board of Educational
Finance.
Wiegmann said the University
will deposit the funds in escrow to
reure current outstanding bonds at
the time each re~ches maturity.
He said sale of the bonds will
allow the University to restructure
its bonded indebtedness and
provide UNM with greater
flexibility for any future bond
issue.
UNM was last involved in bond
refunding in 1965. Plans for the
sale of these bonds had taken three
years to complete, Wiegmann said.
The regents also approved a lease
that would allow the Winrock
Apartment ·to be converted into
condominiums. The new lease,
affecting 148 units, would go into
effect in 1980.
The board also unanimously
approved:
-the establishment of the

By BCMC trustees

2312 Central SE
Across UNM
268·8515

Tc $iamnb.

Approve free~parking extension

The UNM Board of Regents
approved last Friday the sale of
$32,110,000 in revenue bonds for
the purpose of providing funds for
the refunding of $38,538,000 in
outstanding university revenue
bonds.
The regents also approved the
continuation of free parking at all
unpaved lots north of Lomas and
okayed amendments to the
ASUNM constitution.
The University also expects to
take in more than $133,000 in
interest from the sale of these
bonds. The principal of all bonds to
be sold is $5,000.
The delivery date of the bonds is
Aug. 24, 1978. James Wiegmann,
UNM director of budget, business
and finance, said he expects all of
the bonds to be sold by that date.
He said the bonds are already
being marketed, with final approval
for the sale yet to come from the

PART· TIME JOB: Sales, Oe:dble hours, good pay.
Possible full-time during break, Call: Phil Franczyk,
CLU. 883-5360.
;'
07/20
PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE students only.
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs. old.

FORSALE

This is the last issue
of the summer LOBO.
Look for the Welcome
BackissueAug. 14.
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to beat the system by bringing their
applications to the parking services
office.
Birge said, "It's no advantage to
bring in your applications.... _
we put it in the back of the next
day's mail."
Applications are also received
without either the application,
check, or self addressed envelope.
These are the last to be processed,
meaning certain trouble for those
who must now park in free parking
and either wait for a shuttle bus or
try to walk to the Main Campus.
Another way to get your ap·
plication in quickly is to make sure
Data Processing has your current
address so that your application can
get to you on time.
For those who don't have cars or
who wish to not go through the
hassle of getting a parking space, a
total of eight different bus routes
pass by UNM. Bus fare is 35c.
You can also buy twenty bus
tokens for six dollars at most banks
and at the Suntran office at 619
continued on {JlJge 5
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Program introduced
By ANNA POOLE

Mountain Bell has introduced a
"fast-track" management training
program to place college graduates
in the middle and upper levels of
management on an accelerated
schedule.
The Managerial Development
program will place college
graduates in a two-year series of
developmental assignments involving supervisory experiences.
The program has openings for 50
persons within Mountain Bell's
eight-state territory.
To qualify for the program a
student must be:
-graduating in the top quarter
of the class;
-have an interest in general
supervisory management;
-have mobility within the eightstate territory and
~have proven leadership ability
through campus activity, work or
military service.
Liberal arts majors as well as
business administration majors will
be considered for the program.
Technical degrees will be considered only if the student has
general supervisory potential and
desire.
Interviews wi II be October 9 and
10 at Career Services.
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Maintains 261/icensed vehicles

.Shop services UNM autos

By JOHN CHADWICJ{

0
~

When the oil needs changing or
the front end needs aligning on a
university vehicle, Lee Espinoza
and his men come to the rescue.

3
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0
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Espinoza, supervisor of the
UNM auto shop located in the
physical plant complex on the north
campus, said he has a crew of eight
full-time employees and some
work-study students who work to
maintain the University's fleet of

~

z
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"

~

0..

261 licensed vehicles.
The licensed vehicles, Espinoza
said, include all the cars, vans and
trucks which are owned by the
University.

He said the auto shop also
maintains some county vehicles
which belong to the mental health
center.

There is a "rental fleet" among
the 261 Unviersity owned vehicles,
Espinoza said.

vehicles permanently assigned
them.

W~en a. depar~ment wants to use
~ Umvers1ty veh1cle, the department
IS c.harged. the. cost to operate the
vehiC!e wh1c~ mclud~s the cost of
gasoline, Espmoza srud.
He also said there are some
departments on campus which have

t9

Espinoza said vehicles are pulled
from the road when it is felt a
As for who may drive a vehicle is no longer safe. The
University vehicle, Espinoza said vehicle is then used only on cam•here is a state law that any person ' pus.
driving a state owned vehicle must
He said when a vehicle eventually
take an eight hour "defensive reaches a point when it is no longer
driving" course. The driver than economical to maintain it, it is
receives a special permit to operate traded in and replaced.
Espinoza said the auto shop has
the vehicle and must carry the
permit as well as a New Mexico its own budget which pays for
drivers license, he said.
salaries, parts and equipment.

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
SPECIAL - INTENSIFIED

Loneliness is the feeling that no one cares. Usually
that loneliness can be lessened by talking with
someone. AGORA is staffed by students who
care. We listen, understand the demands of
student life, offer suggestions when requested, and
can suggest help and seiVice when desired. Our
summer hours are lOam. to midnight. Come by or
call. We may be just what you need!

(YOU'LL COMPLETE THE ENTIRE COURSE BEFORE
COLLEGE CLASSES RESUME)
Rick Trujillo and Frank Cordova work on engine in the auto center.

new & used books
store-wide

20%off
July 12-30

Living Batch Bookstore
2406 Central SE

Noon
Buffet

Six non-credit courses for adults
will be offered at Cibola High
School beginning in September
through a UNM Division of
Continuing - Education
and

Minority grant given
A federal program to recruit
and retain minority nursing
students at the UNM College of
Nursing has been refunded by
the U.S. Department of Health,
Education
and
Welfare,
Division of Nursing.
The UNM nursing college has
the highest number of Indian
nursing students and the highest
number of Indian nursing
graduates in the nation. It offers
tutorial and advisement services
to all minority students.
The 12-month grant is for
$81,375..
.

SUNGLASS HD'QTS
Ra\'-Bans. Photo-Oimime,
Gradi~nts, Mirrors. or Polarized

Enjoy all the pizza and

salad you can cat

Casey Optical Co.

for only $1.19

r.\,•1( door fo Cmi'TJ llnall Crrtl!l

Lomas at Washington
255-6329

Monday thru Friday
from 11 :00 am to 2:00pm

Children under 12: age x 154

Plzzainn®
(('\Xe've got a feeling
you're gonna like us:~
1240 Wyoming Blvd. NE
5555 Montgomery NE
3040 Juan TaboNE

This fall Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics is offering a special intensified

Adult courses offered

Sale

•

"

KING PHOTO

296-0588
881-1081
298-6868

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 82

381401

No. 150

The New Mezico DollsJ Lob J 1$ publishe-d
Monday through Friday every regular week
of the University year and wceldy during_ the
summer session by the Board o( Student
Publication! o{ the Unlver.sity o( New Mexico,
a1id is not. financially associated with UNM.
Second- class postage pald at Albuquerque,

New Mexico 871_31. Subscription tate is
$10.00 lor the academic year.
The opinlo~ expressed on the cditoriaJ
pagP.S of The Dtlily Lobo are those of thf<

author .solely. Onsi~nOO opinion IS: that olthP
edit()rial board of The Daily Lobo. Nothing.
.s\tinted in 'I'he Daily Lobo necessaril~
repJCSICnts the \t'lews of the Univer.sity o( New
Mex1co.

Community Services program.
Courses to be offered include
ceramics, horsemanship, New
Mexico cookery, physical fitness,
beginning Spanish and Yoga.
The courses are open to all
adults, regardless of their
educational backgrounds. For most
of the courses, there are no grades,
examinations, transcripts or
credits, although certificates of
completion are issued upon request.
Most of the courses are offered
on the UNM campus. Other offcampus locations, besides· Cibola

seven day course ... This course will begin and end before college classes resume
this fall. .. The course meets for seven straight days ... for five hours a
day ... Daytime and evening classes are available ... lf you have a lot of reading
to do ... if you'd like to have more competitive learning skills, in school or at
work ... if you'd like to learn how to read two to four thousand words a minute, or about seven to ten pages a minute, concentrate on what you're reading ... understand and remember more of what you've read and lear'h note taking
skills and study techniques to help you get better grades or a better job ... call
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics right now at 268-4511 ... The Evelyn Wood
course is intense and requires hard work, but if you'll take this seven day
course and work hard, we'll have you reading faster and studying more efficiently than you ever believed possible. Here's what you must do ...

High School, include Highland
High School and Rio Grande High
School.
The courses are mainly offered
during the evenings, but several
daytime courses and Saturday
courses are also available.
Bulletins with registration forms
can be obtained at all branches of
the Albuquerque Public Library or
at the UNM Division of Continuing
Education and Community Services.

Student fines,
tuition billed
By ANNA POOLE
If you did not get a
billing/ registration
confirmation
form in the mail this week worry.
The Cashier's Office mailed out
7,556 forms to all students
registered in summer school.
However, not all of the forms are
bills.
Robert Nordstrum, accounting
manager for student accounting
servicers, said the form is a bill for
those students who owe money as
well as a confirmation of classes for
all students enrolled in summer
school.

The total bill due from all
summer school registered students
is $118,636.15, Nordstrum said.
The charges can be library fine,
course fees, tuition, short·tcrm
loans or graduation fees.

CALL EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS AT

Nordstrum said the biggest
catgory for billing is library fines
. followed by the tuition category
which covers course fees, add and
drop charges and tuition.
"The billing will also pick up
erroneous charges such as charges
for a section change if it is billed as
a drop and add charge," Nordstrum said. "It will also show if a
student is enrolled for a wrong
section or if a student dropped or
added a wrong class."
Nordstrum said if a student does
not pay the bill the charges will
show up on the student's fall
billing. 1f it is not paid during fall
the student's spring registration will
be held up.
Nordstrum said if a student did
not gel a confirmation/billing form
the student should check with the
registration center. All undeliverable forms were returned to
that office, he said.
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Arms lift OK·.

Attention bilingual !eachers 'the department of modern and
classical languages is offering
Southwest Spanish Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons during the fall
semester. For additional information. call Elivero Chavez in
the department.
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The New Mexico Wheelmen
sponsor bicycle rides every Sunday
morning at 8 a.m. The starting
point is Popejoy Hall.

New Mexico's senators have once again taken opposite sides on an
important issue-this time, the lifting of the U.S. arms embargo toTurkey.
Senator Harrison Schmitt voted in favor of lifting the embargo while
Senator Pete Domenici voted against it. We throw our support to Sch·
mitt on this one.
Proponents of the compromise amendment, including members of
the Carter administration, argue that the embargo is doing nothing to
resolve the Cyprus problem and is harming our relations With Turkey as
well.
President Carter and Secretary· of State Vance hava declared that
since the embargo was imposed three and a half years ago, the Turkish
military has dP.teriorated and no pogress has been made in the Cyprus
dispute-.where 25,000 Turkish troops control about 40 per cent of the
island.
The amendment's opponents argue that lifting the arms embargo to
Turkey would in effect allow Turk'ey to take advantage of the situation
and violate restricitions on use of American-supplied weapons, as the
Turks were caught doing during a 1974 invasion of Cyprus. The
weapons used, bought from the U.S., were designated only for selfdefense.
The most important aspect of this amendment to be remembered is
this: The embargo will not be lifted until the administration states a
clearly articulated policy toward Cyprus. Another stipulation: only after
the administration has stated this policy will the embargo be lifted for
60-day periods subject to a report by the president after each twomonth segment on what progress was being made on a solution to the
Cyprus problem.
This is clearly a diplomatic move meant to mend relations with
Turkey, a U.S. ally, and at the same time work toward alleviating the
problem between Greek Cypriots and Turks-differences White House
Press Secretary Jody Powell said " has persisted in the eastern
Mediterranean for far too long."
There are strong indications that the fight will be more heated in the
House next Tuesday than it was in the Senate. We hope to see the
~
House back President Car:ter on this one as the Senate has.
If and when the House also votes to conditionally. lift the embargo,
the work has only begun. We must then depend on President Carter's
and Secretary Vance's expertise as world affairs diplomats.

By MARC MERVIS
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scraped off a 1972 two-door Pinto
with a knife or razor this week.
A woman reported having
received an obscene phone call to
her dormatory room, the fifth since
last May.

Auto theft was a problem on
campus this past week as three cars
were stolen. Auto burglary occurred twice in the past week. The
number of larceny cases continued
to climb.
A criminal trespass case occurred
Stolen this week was a 1963 four· this past week when a man entered
door Chevrolet Impala from the women's locker room at
BCMC lot four; a 1973 Chrysler Johnson Gym and hid in 'a stall
Newport from the parking lot south there. The woman occupying the
of Johnson Gym; and a 1971 two- stall left the scene.
door Dodge Dart that never. made it
out of lot near the UNM north golf
course.
Another case of indecent ex• The Chrysler, stolen July 23, was posure occurred on the south side
recovered in stripped condition by of Castetter Hall (biology).
the Bernalillo County Seriffs
Department yesterday morning
about 9:30a.m,. in Placitas, N.M. ·
A non-student was cited this
The owner rer · tt:d the key .may
week for carrying a concealed
have been left in t11e ignition.
deadly
weapon, an open can of beer
The Dodge, stolen July 19 by two
and
outstanding
traffic warrants.
young boys, never left the parking
lot in the 1200 block of University
N.E. The boys, reportedly running
Twenty-two bicycle thefts have
away from home with their dog, got
been
reported this month since July
into the auto and backed into a
8. Twenty of the bikes were valued
telephone pole.
at $2790. (Two of the reports
contained no estimated loss value.)
The_boys then fled on. foot with
their dog and were apprehended
about three blocks from the acThis past week, a law student
cident by UNM campus police.
interrupted
the theft of two other
Complaining of head injuries, the
bicycles.
Two
youths reportedly
boys were taken to BCMC
fled,
leaving
behind
two bikes they
emergency' care and later released to
had ridden, at least one believed by
the custody of their parents.
UNM police to be stolen, and a pair
of 14-inch Sears bolt cutters.
The keys reportedly were left in
the trunk of the car, which had
extensive damage to the rear end
and a cracked windshield.
The boys' parents were informed (contlnuod from page 11
by telephone that the boys were
charged with auto theft and ·leaving Yale NE, which is not far from
UNM. Monthly pasRes are sold at
the scene of an accident.
The, Chevrolet has not been the Suntran office or the cashiers
office for $8. Semester passes will
recovered.
probably be sold in late August or
A wallet and $300 camera were early September at the Suntran
stolen from a student's 1975 Datsun office, or at a booth in the UNM
from a parking lot near the UNM 'Bookstore for $28.
athletic offices gym this week.
To buy a. pass, you must also be a
In the other auto burglary case fulltime student (taking at least 12
this week, a summer parking permit credi't hours). For more inwas stolen from a locked car.
formation about the bus system,
A parking validation sticker was call
766-7830.
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Th.e. psychot.ogical aspects
pertammg to childbirth for both
mother and infant will be the topic
presented Tuesday, Aug. 1 at 7:30
p.m. at the Southwest Matenity
center. Contact the center for
further information.

Watch for the 2nd annual Bagel Eating
contest coming up on September 30th
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Buy2
Get2Free
·or30%off

(on all SUDIDler clothing)

at the

'•

CEXBRAL
'
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\

8117 Menaui NE 111 Harvard SE
(across from Hoffmantown)

(across from UNM)

For the best in clothing
and head supplies
76121

BagelB-Que
Prime ~roast beef with our own
special BBQ sauce, served on
a sesame seed bun

$1.19

(lOc extra served on a bagel)
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Something new at the

Directly Across From Yale Park

Photo editor: James FINlar
Sports edftor: Ed Johmson
Arts editor: Joe W011brook
Copy editors: Mika Hogft

The Solar Energy Association
will meet at 7 p.m. Monday, Aug. 7
at the Hospitality Room of the First
National Bank Building,

A voter registration booth will be ;;;'
on the mail today and tomorrow "
from II a.m. to 2 p.m.
~

·... PARKING

The first test tube baby has been born in England, and it's bound to
rouse a little controversy.
People are already shouting about the morality of it all- is this the
way to bring children into the world?
We say, if it's the only way a couple can hav(• a child to raise and to
love, the answer is yes. It's a helluva lot better than dwP.IIing on the
morality of unwanted teenage pregnancies, abortions and unwanted
and unloved children.

Campus editor: .J.B. Skenandore

The Albuquerq"e Bike Coop
holds free bicycle repair clinics
every week until aug, 31. For more
information call the coop.

LAST CHANCEl

Car thefts up

Journalists sinking
American journalists are slowly losing ground.
Although there is no law unconditionally protecting newsmen from
revealing sources and turning over notes, there have certainly been
times when other groups or individ'uals have shown more outrage in a
"freedom of press" case than was evident in the Myron Farber case.
Farber, a New York Times reporter, was found guilty of contempt of
court for not turning over his notes on Dr. Mario Jascakebich, accused
of murderin_g five patients with drug overdoses.
The cries of injustice and first amendment freedom seem to be
coming only from the American press corps itself.
We wonder about the American public's knowledge of how the press
works-obviously the layman doesn't know and couldn't cerre less
about the intricacies of modern journalism; but proi,essionals who deal
with newsmen day in and day out should have a fairly firm grasp on
how the press operates, jf for no other reason than because .only then
can they attempt manipulation of the press.
We, like journalists around the country, are behind Farber one
hundred percent. He has been forced to prove his integrity and journalistic obligations. We hope the Farber case and the coverage thereof
will jolt a few people into thinking-really thinking-about the free
press concept and how it not only complements but often directs the
workings of a democracy.

·The
UNM
Management
Development Center is offering a
"Managing People" workshop
Aug .. 16-18. For more information
or to register for the seminar,
contact the center through the
UNM Robert 0. Anderson
Graduate School of Managment.

The Department of Family,
Community and Emergency
Medicine is sponsoring a lunch-bag
discussion on "Politics and Family
Health in Columbia." Professor
Rosalinda Gonzalez, Women
Studies instructor, who has recently
.retunied from a visit to Colombia,
will speak Tuesday, Aug. I, at noon
in the third floor conference room.
of the Family Practice Psychiatry
Building on the north campus.
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2216 Central SE-265-5986

Watch for the 2nd annual Bagel Eating
contest coming up on September 30th

6 Free Bagels
with the purchase of one
large drink -.a 90c value
Offer limited while supply lasts.
One coupon per customer.
(expires 7!28/78)
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Daily Lobo
CIQssified
Advertising
Marron Hall
Room105
or by mail to:

UNM Box 20, UNM
Alb,Jquerque, NM
87131

Photos by
UNDER THE
STARS"

Donna
Binneweg

Summer 1978

Series

"The White
Heron"
.
Ms. Jane Morrison
Independent Maine Film
Maker (v..rill gi\le lecture
and show her film) New
Mexico Union Theatre,

Sc.x.1th Entrance- Sp.m,

Monday July 31
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Eyeglasses or Contact .Lc\nses
. One day service, quality and.
style at reasonable cost ·
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Casey Optical Co.
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Lomas at Washington
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255-6329

Foreign Auto Collision·and Refinishing
Specializing in Foreign Autos
Discount to UNM Students
4802 2nd N.W.
Eddie Hicks

Above: Music seniors Stace'y Swartz, Nancy Horton and Mary Ben north.
Above: Laura Welsh once, a junior in Dental Hygiene.
Below: Fred Gardiner, a graduate student in photography.
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Sebring Hair Design
Centre to UNM
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regular price on all
cuts July 27, 28, & 29
by appt. only
255-3279

with coupon
2914 Central
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All Levi's
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13.50 1st pQit
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Let's face it, you can think better
on a full stomach. So come on over to
Whataburger 1'' and let us start cooki11g
a burger that's really worth studying.
A Whataburger.
Pure beef, sizzlin' hot off the grill.

Plenty of lettuce, tomatoes, pickles, and
onions. All to your order and all piled up
on a tOasty bun.
So before you get started on those
exams, come on over and let us start a free
Whataburger just for vou.

1r---------------~
FREE WHATABURGER®FOR STARTERS. 1
One free Whataburger with this coupon.
r
I
1'

Please- present coupon to (t\shier when or~lcrtng. Lm11t otw ~oupnn per customtr.
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Arts Events July 27 -August 3
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Friday, July 28: Muscular
Dystrophy Ben~fit, Mastermind
rock band, Guild Theater, 3405
· ·
Cen t ra I N .E. , 7 p.m., a dmiSSion
charge.
ACLOA presents "I Dol I Do!",
Popejoy Hall, 8.15 p.m., admission
charge.
Saturday, July 29: Concert, John
Park, jazz saxophonist, Rodey
rheater, 1.30 p.m., free.
"I Do! I Do!'', see Friday.
Sunday, July 30: "l Do! I Do!",
Popejoy Hall, 2.15 p.m., admission
charge.
Monday, July 31 : Slide Show, .
John Divola, photog~apher, 7.30
p.m. Rm 2018, Fine Arts Center,
free.

A 28-hour-long- show of' continuous rock and roll will be held
this weekend to benefit Muscular
Dystrophy and to earn the band
Mastermind a place in the Guinness
Book of World Records. Beginning
at 7 p.m. Friday, July 28, the band
will attempt to play continuously
until II p.m. Saturday night. The
show will be held at the Guild
Theater, · 3405 Central N. E.
Admission to the show will be $2,
with· all proceeds going to the
Muscular Dystrophy Association.
Mastermind is a four piece band
composed of former and current
UNM students. The group has been
giving free concerts at the Guild
theater every night throughout
July, and the MD play-a-than will
culminate their appearances.

To Youth Program

20. Yeats Ago Today

Sgt. Pepper Taught Band To Play

Big Men· Talk

By DAN GIBSON

Obviously a movie 'would be very Gees \•ocals and minimal acting to
hard put to recreate such a present the music, They are a good
How do you make a movie about
revolution, an;l the film based choice because they grew up with
a cultural phenomena that both
around the music of Sargent the Beatles and sing more clearly
solidified social patterns and blew
Pepper's and many other Beatles' than the originals, and as is shown
them to the wind? That is what the
albums, doesn't try. It uses the by the movie, a lot of the Beatles
Beatles' fabulously different album
music of the Beatles to present its value reside in their wonderful
Sargent Pepper's di\111 years ago.
own moving, if at times oveF!y abilities as wrtiers.
It set a psychedelic road of inner
. wacky and sweet interpretation of
The movie is funny, zany and
vision out before a generation and
the Liverpool lads' music.
evocative at the same time. The
banished a slew of older musical
,Robert Stigwood/( Grease and pace is never allowed to rest. There
and cultural traditions.
Saturday Night Fever) uses Bee are visual explosions, a mix of
reality and animation, and. extraordinary goingons in the film.
The sotry is not profound: in fact it'
is almost as irreverent as the
Exhibit: "19th Century· Navajo
Beatles' films Hard Days Night and
Weaving'', Maxwell Museum,
Help, but it doesn't matter. The
Mon ..-Fri. 9 a.m.-4 p.m., Sat. 10
Continuing Events
By MARC MERVIS
film is basically a vehicle for the
Exhibit:
"Spanish Colonial a.m.~4 p.m., Sun. 1-5 p.m.,
music, and in that respect it is a
Paintings, New Mexico Santos and through Sept. 17, free.
The opening night performance of "I Do! I Do!" on Friday, July
successful film as well ~-s sound
Bultos", ~ine Arts Center, through Exhibit: Faculty Art Show, Art
21, before a capacity crowd of 2000 people at Popejoy Hall was
track.
July 30, Tues.-Fri. 10 a.m.-3 p.m., Bldg. Teaching Gallery,· Rm. 202,
marked by several blatant flaws.
The film's cast of characters is
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m., free.
Sun. 1-5 p.m., admissions charge.
A very poor ~ound system interrupted the continuity of this
impressive. Earth, Wind and Fire
a
marriage
of
fifty
years
that
begins
just
before
musical,
a
story
about
flash on a fancy stage at a benefit
Concerts,
Mastermind
(UNM
Exhibit: Raymond Jonson's 29th
the
turn
of
the
century.
Static
screeched
through
the
sound
system,
at
organized
by Billy Shear's band,
Annual Summer Exhibition, students), Rock and Roll Guild
times
completely
obscuring
the
singing
and
dialogue
of
the
only
two
•
played by Peter Frampton and the
Jonson Gallery, Noon-6 p.m. daily Theater, 7 -II p.m., every night
persons
on
stage
throughout
the
performance--Michael,
the
husband,
,
Bee
Gees, at the band's hometown
through
July
31,
free.
except Monday, free.
played by Gene Ives, and Agnes, the wife, played by Carmoline
Heartland.
Grady.
George Burns is great. as
_A major "problem in the musical was the superficiality of the
Heartland's mayor and narrates the
The first edition of
the
couple·
ever
seem
condialogue
between
the
two.
Rarely
did
film. Aerosmith, as the Future
UNM's new creatia~e publication
.
vincingly
affectionate
toward
one
another,
although
lves'
perVillain
Band, sings "Come
of literary and artistic c.!Jncepts
formance, in this respect, was the stronger and more convincing of the
Together" as they duke it out with
two.
the Heartland boys. Sandy Farina,
Another major drawback within this Albuquerque Civic Light
playing Strawberry, Billy's girl, eats
Opera Association (ACLOA) presentation was the high volume of the
it in this scene. Her singing in the
accompanying orchestra in the pit in front of the stage. The quality of
film is very good.
the orchestra itself may have been the strongest part of the show, but
Billy Preston, as a reincarnated
its loudness often exceeded the booming and resonant voice of Ives.
Sargent Pepper with fantastic
The show begins as the young couple recites its wedding vows, "I
powers, sings and dances through
do! I do!" A colorful silk screen curtain rises to display a rather
"Get Back." He played on the
ordinary bedroom of early twetieth century decor. From that point
Beatles' original version of this
on, the musical hobbles along its merry way. lves' stage presence is
song. The credits also list Fra~J.kie
impressive and, at times, forceful. His voice is strong and clear. When
Howard as Meari"Mr:'l\1usiard,' 'a
Ives asserts himself as an attractive and "irresistable" middle-aged
psycho, and Donald Pleasence as
man, he is at his best and the crowd loves him. His vanity is
the president of Big Deal Records,
unrelenting as he flattters himself in fine duds and tells his wife flatly
located in the City of Angels. His
that after a certain age "It's all downhill for women".
limousine has to be seen to be
As Agnes, Grady is considerably less captivating in her performance
believed.
than Ives. She does not convince the audience of her undying fiftyThe list o'f credits goes on and on;
year love for Michael. Though she has a nice voice, it simply is not the
the finale in which several hundred
strong, projecting voice the stage requires and fails to generate the
people sing the theme song is dotted
power needed to match lves. She does sparkle, however, with her own
with actors, musicans and artists
assertive change. She comes on the stage and goes through a tanone easily recognizes. This movie
talizing and seductive dance in a barebacked pink pantsuit, with
isn't the definitive work on the
feathers, which really stirs the audience as she goes through a myriad
vitality and worth of the Beatles,
of bumps and grinds.
but it isn't just a commercial rip-off
Some of their singing uuets are charming, such as "My Cup
either. It stands on its own legs.
Runneth Over'' and ''When The Kids Get Married'', but in general,
Ia Mar&oa Hall Room 131
the musical docs not hang together very well.
A major thread in the musical is her affection for a red satin pillow
UNM Bookstore and
which reads "God Is Love." He despises the thing, she cherishes it.
the Mercado
Placed on the bed of their honeymoon suite by her mother on the day
Jesse Barish, Jesse Barish, RCA
of
their
marriage,
she
is
adamant
ab011t
leaving
it
for
the
newlyweds
AFLI-2555
--r:~~·~·:- )!'*'::. ~31K~!::+:~::;:::~::+:~: ~~<.:~~-~~~:.•.}~;:;~~~~~ :::!».,~!~~$.~+;.-::.:~;,~'-•;!~;)~C~r.:~~~;.c::.~!~'::;Cf.~::~~~
who are moving in as the old couple prepares for apartment life. He is
Jesse Barish's debut album on
I~,
v
stubborn
and
insists
the
old
couple
take
it
with
them.
In
the
end,
her
the
RCA label is completely
~.~
~
::)
(~
will is-strongest and the pillow stays in wait for the young couple.
uninspiring. All but one of the ten
Standing before a mirror in dim stage light, lves' change from a
tunes on the album are love songs
to
a
stooped-over
and
cranky
old
fellow
is
a
delight
.
middle-aged
man
(heavy on the cliches, please). The.
j
•
i~
instrumental arrangements are
to the audience. His voice changes to truly convince the qrowd of his
~
~
Q
~
bright and clean, and nicely mixed,
advanced age. On the other hand, and characteristic throughout the
~
~ musical, Grady barely resembles an older woman of comparable age
however the lead vocals by Barish
~
and her voice does not reflect the passing of fifty years when the
tend to stumble over the in~
Athletes and others with athletes foot.
~ musical comes to its final rest.
strumental passages and make most
of the songs sound confused and
"I Do! I Do!" plays for one more weekend in Popejoy HalL
i
slightly out of joint.
~
If our examination confirms that you have a ~! Performances are scheduled for Friday July 28, and Saturday, July
In the biographical handout that
29, both at 8:15p.m.; and Sunday, July 30, at 2:15 p.m.
!:~ fungus infection of the skin of your feet, you can:
came with the album, Barish is
~
1. Advance medical knowledge
~
quoted as saying: "I spend all my
time working on music .•. writing
k~
2. Get rid of your infection (maybe)
::~
and playing is all I really do."
~
3.Earn$50(forcertain)
~
Barish should put in a little
overtime on the vocals and lyrics
I
~
while continuing his decent in•:~1
The
Division
of
Dermatology
of
the
University
r,;
~
t~
strumental
composing
and
1·~ of New Mexico School of Medicine needs 30 volun- ~
july 30, 31-AtJgu~ll
arranging. MDF

The. two big men loomed high
over the heads of the youngsters.
They smiled and shook their heads
at the antics of the highly energetic
group they were about to flddress.
After a brief introduction of the
men, the room was darkened, a
film projector was turned on and
images of hitting, pounding,
speeding and bruising flashed
before the gatherings' eyes.
"There's C.J. handing the ball to
me," one of the big men, Mike
Williams pointed out to the group
involved in the summer youth
enrichment program ..
'The other bjg man, C.J. Jones,
smiled as his image was projected
on the screen showing off his riflesharp arm.
Then it was Williams' turn to
shine on film. The bruising fullback
hammered his way through a
defense which would have been
happier if he was a little more on
the gentle side.
Obviously enjoying his pounding
performance, Williams promised
the youths, "This will be the best
Lobo team since I've been here."

ACLOA Gt Popejoy

*-*****

I Do! I Do! Doesn't

on sale
$2.00

By GAIL ROSENBLUM
Seven new recruits will join 12
returning tracksters when the 197 879 women's track team opens its
season.
Tony Sandoval, women's track
coach, said the most outstanding
returning members are Susan Vigil,
cross-country and middle distances,
Janet Wroblewski, long distances,
Debbie Davis, shot-put and discus
thrower, and Anita Marsland, a
record holder in the high jump.
Regina Drarniga, a cross-country
and middle-distance runner from
Africa, will also be returning to the
team.
"I'm looking forward to seeing
how she runs. She may have undeveloped abilities," Sandoval
said.
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Coach Lies Gets Spikers

It

Billie Colbourne, Cindy Meyers
and Dolores Gurule who are all
considered some of the best
volleyball players in the entire
con Ference .

I

8-ballers
Scheduled
For Court

i

!

S

dermatophytosis of the feet (athletes
~ foot) to help test the comparitive effectiveness of a i·i
;:) new proven safe antifungal preparation.
~
~

:-~

Twc~ Ea~glish

Aff11ire1 (Sun

I

Mexico Student Health Center between I
~~ 9:00 A.M. .and 12:00 Noon, Saturday ' t:i~
fJ Aug. 5. For further information call Dr. (·1
~ Smith or Mrs. Macinnis at 277-4757.
~
~
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Sweet 'fhunder, Sweet Thunder,
Fantasy F-9547

1<30

For a f ree examination to determine
,
if ~·1w

~ you qualify, report to the University of New

Rec Hours

Girls

~lut

uu~-'"'"".,.

SHOW

KRST miDniGHT FLICK

experience. But this year's squad
will have much more height and
with just one returner lost the team
will have plenty of experience.
· All students are admitted to the
volleyball games.

By ERNEST MONTOYA
The UNM women's volleyball
team is gearing up for the upcoming
season which will officially get
underway August 22nd, the first
· day of practice.
First year coach Cathy Lies said
"The Team will be fighting to the
Also a few walkons are expected
finish in every game. I think the who are also outstanding players,
team can finish in the top five in the Wendy Donahoo from Manzano
conference.,'
High School and Julie Rohr who
This year's team has many bright played for UNM a couple of years
new faces with Elyn Underhill from ago. Also coming out will be 6'2"
Canada and Barbara Baca from Debbie Weinreis who will double as
Albuquerque's West Mesa High 'a basketball player.
Two basketball players, one
School."
heading for UNM and one leaving
The team will also have ret,urning
Lies said she will be using a fast UNM, are having to deal with
multiple offense and a specialized courts of law this summer.
defense that is "bound to dazzle"
conference powerhouses Brigham
Wil Smiley, the 6-10 former
Swimming Pool- Aug. 5-20
Lobo
had a bench warrant issued
Young, Utah State and down-state
Hours: M-F noon-6:15 p.m.;
rival New Mexico State.
Tuesday for his arrest after he
Sat. and Sun. noon-4:45p.m.
failed to show up in court. Smiley
Johnson Gym- Aug.14-20
had disobeyed a court order
Hours: M-F noon-6:15 p.m.,
Most of the girls who are going restraining him from visiting his
Sat. and Sun. noon-4:45 p.m.
out for the team this year are on former girl friend.
Handball Court- Aug.l4-20
conditioning programs that will
Hours: M-F noon-6: 15 p.m.,
prepare them for -the upcoming
Mike Romero, a 5-6 incoming
Sat. and Sun. noon-4:45p.m,
season.
freshmen and basketball spark for
Carlisle Gym- Aug.l-13
Bernalillo, was scheduled to be'
Hours Aug. 1-4: M-F 5 p.m.Most of the weaknesses from last arraigned before district court
7:45p.m.
year's team have been taken care yesterday for allegedly hitting
Hours Aug. 5-13: M-F noonof. Lies said the Lobos were the Reggie San~hez, 23, on the head
6:15p.m., Sat. and Sun. noonshortest team in the.conference last with a rock after a party in October
4:45p.m.
year and did not have very much last year.
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GIANT CLEARAI'JCE
(WE'RE MAKING ROOM FOR NEW MODELS)

~

ATTENTION'

milestone.
P_ete Rose provided such a moment with his 38th consecutive game with
a htt. Hank Aaron did it with homeruns. Wilt Chamberlain did it with
baskets. Nancy Lopez did it with golf swings.
But those moments don't occurr very often. If they did they obviously
wouldn't be special.
'
.
The sports world lives for those moments.
. They c~ll Marvin J?hnson "Automatic." He fakes and then soars high
mto the mr. The ballts released gently seemingly gently and causes the net
,
to ripple softly.
After having held out for a while, Johnson has signed with the Chicago
Bulls. Now he waits for his moment.
u
Soon the football world takes over the spotlight of the sports scene. And
there are plenty of athletes waiting to have their shot at making special
moments.
Johnny Unitas and his computer-accurate arm, handed out moments to
little old men who go to every game, year in and year out, and to little kids
with mustard stains on their shirts and chocolate on their far-es.
The fans live for those moments.
· Mike Williams the bruiser
Like magic, Preston Dennard grabs footballs from the air. He's fast
he's
sharp, he's smart. He's magic.
'
And then he let th~ film do most big men, saying, "You guys aren't
Los
Angeles
Rams
reports
that
Dennard
is
alive
and
well
in
the
Ram
The
of the talking.
leaving this room until you give me
camp. Th'e moment for Preston Dennard is yet to come.
Big bad Charles Baker drew the your autographs."
In the world of professional sports, bones are broken, egoes are flatmost "Oohs and aahs" from the
The big men of course, stayed. tened and dreams die gruelling deaths.
group with his piercing tackles.
WAC defenses are now left with the
The Turk lurches about professional football training camps, waiting to
·And at the film's end a young girl problem of keeping the pair from
send someone packing. Baseball players can spend years down in the minor
delivered an untimatum to the two keeping Williams' promise.
leagues and never get their shot at a big-league moment.
"Willie Howard has not been invited back to the veterans camp " the
'
official of the New Orleans Jazz reported.
Th~ same Willie Howard who blasted basketballs through the hoops in
the l?tt, atleastfor now, has lost his chance for his moment.
. ·
Cindy "Flash" Ashby will be history. She came in sixth in the
.
entering dental hygiene school in A.A. U. 10,000-meter run.
"She's an uncut diamond,"
the Fall and will not be returning to
Sandoval said.
the team.
Farmington's Etta Linton runs
"Lecture Under the Stars"
Sandoval describes the seven
recruits as eager, enthusiastic, and the 400, and beat Metcalf at the
Summer 1978 Series
state mel!t.
fresh:
"Sid Fleming and the
Lynn Brasher has run the halfMargaret Metcalf, Manzano, was
Old Time Fiddlers"
a member of the U.S. Junior mile in 2:13 minutes. She has
Centra.! Malt- 8 p.m.
National Team competing in worked out on her own, Sandoval
Monday August 7
Russia. She runs the .440 and .880 said.
Sherri Caton, Farmington, is
meters. She jumped 5' 11 in the high
described
by Sandoval to be "as
jump.
"I spotted her a couple years good as Linton."
Linda Myer, Alameda High
ago," Sandoval Said. "What an
School,
runs the 100-meter hurdles.
athlete. She could be an olympic
"She
is
an excellent student,"
candidate," he said of the woman
Sandoval said.
who has run only two years.
Pam Gutierrez, Los Alamos
Ann Trason, Pacific Grove,
School, is a sprinter. "She,
High
California, has run the second
fastest 10,000 meters in recorded too, has much potential," Sandoval
said.

Sandoval Gets Runners

Long Playets

~

It is the kind of moment heroes are made of. It is the moment every

at~lete yearns for, every fan longs to be a part of. A day, a game, a

Not much here (hear?). Only
seven cuts of average disco-soul,
Youngstown Ohio style. An idea of
the mentality behind this LP "The
guys had actually come together in
January 1976 with an idea to cut the
world's first disco/CB single ... "
Fortunately, that one stayed on the
shcl f. Pass this one by, like you
would Youngstown. JW

Pick out a system, or select
one or two pieces and
SAVE!
ALL COMPONENTS

TOP BRANDS

JVC
YAMAHA
HITACHI
NAKAMICHI
JENNINGS RESEARCH
GARRARD

SPEAKERS
TURNTABLES
RECEIVERS
AMPLIFIERS
TUNERS
CASSETIE DECKS

JBL

AR

ALL GUARANTEED

3011 MONTE VISTA NE
just

!lOSt

of Centro! & GirOI'd
near Ut-lM

255-1694
·'
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Tomas Soto lets the ball fly as·Helen Philpot watches

•
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Sansui-Teac-Sa nyo-Pioneer-On kyo

C~S•" '"'l' .Thurs 11·1 0 Fri 11·1 0 Sat 10·6

Now Is time For 3 Days Only - Add To Or Start Your System At
Prices Unheard Of In New Mexico

Receivers

449.95 Sansui 8080DB- Full Dolby
- 85 watts per channel
459.95 Pioneer SX980 - DC Powered
209.95 Sanyo J LX 2400K 50 watts
per channel AM/FM Stereo
148.95 Pioneer SX 450 15 watts
per channel
245.00 Technics SA-5370 48 watts
per channel
258.00 On kyo TX 2500 27 watts
servo-Locked Tuning

with Drive-Thru Service.
We do it all for you in Albuquerque with a new McDonald's Restaurant located on Central Ave. at Yale
Blvd. S.E. Hours 6:00AM to 11:00 PM.
.
Stop by today and bring the children. You can relax and enjoy a
delicious Quarter Pounder ..,. Big Mac"', or Filet 0' Fish Sandwich.
And don't forget about our Break'fast Menu serving from 6:00a.m. till
10:30 a.m .. Monday thru Sunday.

[Is · We do it all for you .
,, .., '•·

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

Speaker Systems
Technics SB 7000A 3 way time aligned
Gerwin Vega 311 R 125 watt
input3way
Pioneer HPM 100 3 way system
Pioneer H PM 60 3 way system
BIC Form V Spec II
BIC Form VII Spec II
Gerwin Vega 317P Hard rocker
Gerwin Vega 217R Power Handlers
Gerwin Vega 15TTowers

ystems
The heart of this system Is
the new DC powered Sansul G·
3000 26 watt per channel AM·
FM Stereo receiver. The BIC
920 automatic turntable with
an AUdio Technlca 910 car, trldge and a pair. .of ECI Spectrum 2001 speakers complete
this system with much more
sound for far less money!

Auto Audio
Systems

Cassette Decks
Pioneer CTF 9191 Stereo Cassette
TEAC A-650 Solenoid Control
Full Logic
Technics RS 630TUS Stereo Cassette
Pioneer CTF 700 w Bias Adjustment/
Dynamic range meter
Pioneer CTF 7272 Stereo Cassette
Pioneer CTF 6262 Stereo Cassette

J·----·- . .. . . .... '
-~

The new Pioneer SX-880 DC
powered
AM·FM
stereo
receiver provides 60 watts of
low distortion power, a great
choice to drive a pair of 3-way,
ECI Legend X speakers. The
dual automatic CS-1241 tumtable with a Shure ME-915 cartridge make this system im·
possible to resist at this price!

Stereo Tuners
Technics ST 8600 AM/FM Tuner
Technics ST 7300 AM/FM Tuner
209.00 Sansui TU717 (one only)

Tapes-Cartridges
& Accessories
TAPE
;]

~

IIII

I•
I

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

Sansui AX-7 Mixer/Reverb/
Signal mixer
Pioneer MA-62 (one only) 6 in, 2 out
mixer

Sansui AU 117 15 watts (clean power)
San sui AU 217 35 watts per channel
Sansui AU 517 Rack mount65 watts
DC powered
Pioneer SA 8500 II
Pioneer SA 9500 II
Spec I Pioneer Pre-Amp
Spec IV 150 watt per channel
Power Amp

BIC 920 Full Auto/w cartridge
BIC 960 Full Auto/w cartridge
BIC 981 Full Auto/electronic strobe
lw cartridge
Sansui SR535 Direct Drive Full Auto
Dual CS1237 Full Auto
Dual CS1245 Full Auto/Strobe
Marantz 6100- Semi Auto- Belt Drive

Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Donor Center

Audio Mixers

Integrated
Amplifiers

Turntables

Cash?

Blood
Plasma

•

I Ul

Do You Need

Central Ave. & Yale Blvd. S.E.

.-

40,000 Dollar Stereo

The Intramural program tried a
summer program for the first time
this year and it met Wilh great
success. Six different activities were
offered this summer and all had
good turnouts.
The schedule started with
basketball as 12 men's teams and
three women's teams competed. In
the women's division the Running
Red Sneakers captained by Mary
Lou Kelly and led by Maggie
Ben ally took second. place honors. Karen Erickson the women's racquetball champ teamed up
They lost to the i'much more ex- w.fth D.iGk .A.II(In in the double's event.
perienced te11m of the Bummer
staff and the other a student,. Los
Rummers. Some of the more well Rostermundt.
Two separate leagues were set up Nortenos took top honors in the
known team members were Dee
Dow, Susie Schuster and Jean in men's basketball, one a faculty, student league as they went through
undefeated. Carlos .Garcia and
Oliver Madrid played important
roles in the undefeated schedule. In
the staff division the Jim "Red"
Hutchins-led Bombers lost a tough
one point game to a team from
HPER in the final game of the
schedule to give first place' to
HPER.
Tennis singles was the next eyent
offered·with 25 men entered in.two
levels of competition. In the advanced cmpetition Jim Smit beat
Gary Amick to win his division
while over in the intermediate
division John Friedrick from tP,e
Med School beat Sean Daniels in
the finals. Only one woman entered.
In racquetball·singles 27 men and
28 . women battled it out this
summer in the hot and stuffy
racquetball courts. Karen Erickson
beat Karen Jillson to win the
women's division. In men's advanced Tom Barela and John
Gustafson played Wednesday but
results were unavailable. Barela
beat Gustafson 16-21, 21-18, 21-16
in their first game of the double
elimination tournament. In the
intermediate division Dale Coffing
is alone in \he winners bracket
awaiting to see who wins between
Fred Lauretta, Dick Allen and his
son Mark Allen. Finals in this
division 3hould be Friday at noon.
Jim Smit and Karen Henderson
walked away with the first place
trophy in co-ree tennis Tuesday
night as they defeated the brother
and sister team of Karen and Bob
Jeffrey. Intramural Director Fred
Perez and his wife "'Diane took
fourth place as Jim Van Der Geest
and Dee Dow beat them in the
semifinals.
A total of around 400 faculty,
staff and students participated in
the summer intramural program in
six different events.

McDonald'srR, Newest Family Restaurant
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BASF Performance 90-8T
1.79
TDK 8T-90
2 for 2.98
TDKAD-C60
1.89
TDK SA-C60
2.09
3.99
Maxell UDXLII-C90
Maxell UDXLI-C90
3.79
1.99
Ampex 0411800' Reel
Maxell UD35-90 Reel
6.09
Maxell UD35-180 Reel
16.99
Maxell Metal Reel
5.99

CARTRIDGES
Shure ME 915
Audio Technica 15SA
Audio Technica 20SLA

29.95
109.95
138.95

ACCESSORIES
Soundguard Record Preserva5.49
tion Kit
4.99
Head Demagnetizer
Audio Technica 6008 Record
6.95
Cleaner

ACCESSORIES
Watts Record Maintenance Kit
8 track Head Cleaning Kit
8 track Head Demagnetizer
Watts Disc Preener
Soundguard Combo Record
Care
Tape Deck Sliqe Mounts
Cassette Demagnetizer
Stereo Pre-amp
Soundguard Record Work Mat
100Ft. Speaker Wire

e will not be undersold!!
No reasonable offer refused!!
5003-5005 Menaul Blvd
262-0858

11.99
3.99
6.49
3.00
12.49
6.99
6.99
9.95
6.49
3.79

Sanyo FT478 in dash AM/FM
Cassette Stereo
Pioneer KP 8000 in dash AM/FM
for imports
Pioneer KP4000 in dash AM/FM
Cassette
Sanyo FT 1876 High Power AM/FM
Pushbutton 8 Track
San yo FT 873 AM/FM 8 Track in dash
Pioneer AD 312 Power Booster
12 watts per channel
Pioneer AD 320 20 watt per
channel booster
Audio Kinetic Powerhouse IV
50 watts per channel booster ·
64.95pr Jensen C9945 Triax 6x9
41.50 Jensen C9852 5114 2002
round co-axial
42.50 San yo SP 769 6x9
Coaxials 2002
Sanyo SP770 Triaxial6x9

DEMONSTRATION
EQUIPMENT
449.00
Sansui 9090 Receiver
399.00
Sansui 9090 Receiver
439.00
Pioneer SX1050 Receiver
499.00
Pioneer SX1250 Receiver
419.00
Pioneer SPEC 1 Pre Amp
669.00
Pioneer SPEC 2 Power Amp
Sansul Au-317 Integrated Amp 219.00
110.00
San sui GX-5 Audio Rack
449.00p:
BIG Formula VI Speakers
98.00
Philips 406 Turntable
Marantz Model6i00 Turntable
96.00

CUST~M
•J

HI·FI

...

Classified
Advertising
Marro.n H.all' Room 131'
8 30 a m· 4 30 p m
!I ·
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1.

WOULD KIND PERSON who fot~nd child's
turquoise ring (vacinity UNM Pool) Sunday 16 July
p. ease return, sentimental value. Carolyn 299-0619
01'277-2201,
07127

PERSONALS

PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, ID photos, Lowest
, prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call265-2444 or come
07/27
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. A-Photographer.
BAHA'I FAITH TEACHINGS, to. establish world
unity. Weekly discussions, FREE Literature. Write
Box 4873. Zip 87106. Cali296-SB70.
07127
cCJNTACTS??7 POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Optical Company, 255-8736.
07/27
SUPPORT THE ARTS!- BUY Conceptions South·
weSJ. On sale now in Marron Hall Rm. 131, the
Mercado, and the UNM Bookstore for $2.00. 07/27
CHILDREN 7 YEARS OLD needed tQ participate in
study of children's thought. Call Dr. Frances Harnick
277-4209.
07/27
WHEN THE
Jon't quite fit, maybe we can
help you put them together. We're AGORA, 277·
3013.
07/27

PIE~

2.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: AT THE duck pond on 7-18-78. Young
male dog. Des~ribe and claim. Call 266-2884 after
five.
07127

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
07/27
scholastic, Charts& tables. 345-2125.
KlNKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment,
268-8515.
7/27
GUITAR LESSONS. Folk, rock, classical, jazz.
Marc's guitar studio. 255-5886, "Quality· private
instruction."
07/27
GET YOUR TYPEWRITER repaired now at
Discount Prices. 881-4213.
tfn
FAST ACClJRATE TYPmG 266-3953.
tfn
EDITORIAl.. SERVICE AND writing assistance.
265-1164.
07/27
ACCURATE TYPING BY professional242-2266.
07/27
FREE BICYCLE REPAIR clinics at the Albuquerque
Bike Co-op. 6:30 p.m. Thrusdays through August 31.
Tonight's topic: hubs. Bring your bicycle! 106 Girard
SE. Room 117 265-5170.
07/27

SUBSCRIBE
NOW!
You can post the campus for only
$10 a year. That's the cost of a
one year subscription to the New
mexico Daily LOBO. That in·
eludes the weekly summer issues.
I( you're

leaving, keep In touch

If you don't write home, the Dnlly LOBO is a

message
If a friend needs a Chtistmans gilt, send the Dally
LOBO
II you miss the Dally LOBO, mail it to yourself!

' -'

,,

4.
~

HOUSING

ONE BEDROOM fURNISHED-apartment with
swimming pool, !lishwasher, dispo~al, refrigerated
air, No pets or chil!lrcn. $195 with all utilities paid.
209 Columbia SE. Call: 255-2685.
tfn
FALL SEMESTER; CANTERBURY CO-OP, small
co-ed residence, 3 meals dally, ncar campus, Single
rooms $800,247-2515.
07/'1:7
HOUSEMA TE TO SHARE spacious two bedroom
house near UNM $110 plus utilities. Call842-9879,

==-::-=:-:-:-::-::::=--::::::::-"~--:-::-=:-::-0:-7.,-/_2 7

NEED ROOMMATE FOR house in S.E, Heights~
07127
$130 inclusive, 256-7431.
MALEROOMMATEWANTEDtoshare:\housel·.
blk from campus, $75/mo. plus 1!J utilities, 266-2307,
=-;-;-;:=;;-;:---:-:-::-::-:=·-::=-::-:------:--.,..:0..:.7..:.12..:.7
BEAUTIFUL HOME F!JR the professionally
oriented. 320 feet of custom bookshelves, private
'stud~, fireplace, many energy savinl! features. $50's,
Century21 A-I Realty266-8648
07/27
HOUSEMATE WANTED TO share 3-bedroom
house, Carpet, yard, fireplace, pets. $87.00 plus
utilities, Call Barbara or Paul after six. 247-9780.
•.
07/27
PRIMO NE ONE-bedroom, modern IIPPliances. $95,
utilities paid. 262-175 I, Valley Rentals, $30 fee. 07/27
PERSON WANTED TO share house near campus,.
start Aug. 15, $1 I 0 andi'h elect. Call J eel evenings
255-3608.
07/27
THREE BLOCKS TO UNM cozy four room home,
fenced yard $70, utilities paid, 262-1751, Valley
07/27
Rentals, $30 fee.
ROOMMATE NON-SMOKER beautiful house
Corrales. Quiet, studio.us grad student preferred,
$150.00 898-7798.
07/27
BIKE TO CLASS super three-bedroom furnished or
unfurnished, kids and pets $150. 262-1751, Valley
07/27
Rentals, $30 fee.
HAVE TWO HOUSES, scveral-apts. pets, yards,
07/27
badmitton 242-7570 247-8647.

5.

FOR SALE

I 0 PER CENT DISCOUNT on all Peugeot- Nishiki
bicycles. J.J. Moped. 3222 Central SE. 268-3949.
07127
ANTIQUE CLOTHING CORNER at "Second
Chance Mart," 3004D Central SE, 10-5 pm, Tues.
07/27
thru Friday,
SEARS KENMORE SEEKS clean permanent
relationship with person with $70. Into spinning and
07/27
agitation. 266-5013
READING AID FOR visually handicapped. Enlarges
newsprint to 2 inches on TV type screen (included).
Cost $1800. Sacrifice $600 cash. 898-3931.
07127
STEREO CHEAP SANSUI receiver BIC turntable
originally $400 now only S270 Jms old perfect
07/27
condition 266-3926.
HOME-MADE IJki:!ADS for sale, all natural
ingredient. Natural food cooking class offered. Call
Martha 831-0324.
07/27
COMPARE OUR PRICES on bicycle pans and
accessories. Expert repairs. Or do your own repairs
with our tools. Instruction available, Albuquerque
Bike Co-op. 106 Girard SE, Room 117, 265-5170.
07/27
VW 1973 SUPER BEETLE excellent performance,
07/27
mag wheels, $1400 or !;>est offer 255-7253.
SALE ENDING SOON I Bicycle pans and accessories
reduced to lowest prices. Swiss Alloy carrier; Reg.
$7.25 now $4,95. Toe clips with straps: $3.95. Thorn
tubes: All sizes only $3.00 . Tune-ups: $9.50 or less.
Backpacks, lights, locks, tires. 102 Richmond NE.
"Personal Service," free air & water. 266-1611. 07/27

6.

7.

/

COPIES
Overnight.
~

3172cea,

TRAVEL

..;...;;._....;;;;_=~..:.....;;;=:.-.;..._-,,-.-

AMERICAN/INTERNATIONAL YOUTH Hostel
passes for sale. Canterbur; Chapel, 425 University
NE, 247-2515.
04/28
CHARTERS ARE SMARTEi<! Intcrcontincntal
Travel Centre, 107 Girar(l Blvd. Sb. 255-6830, 265·
9860. Op~;n 9 am. 9 pm.
04/28
RIDES AND RIDERS available. Sh~re gas and
driving. lTC, 265-9860.
01/28

. 4c S(ime day .
·

8.

···· · .

~,(" .C.~JlU._.

$10 Allergan KJ~ $3.50

2~12

.

·

Call lor low prices on hard. "'

Donor Center

Drug)
: Lomas at Washington.
(.'V<·xr door to Cauy Rexall

2~5-&736.

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

HISTORY DEPT
Courses noJ listed
in schedule
162-003 Starr'- History ol US
MW 7:00-8:15
320·003 Dunbar- Ortiz- History ol
Land Tlnureof N.M.
T·Th 2:00-3:15
320·004 Corttemporary Native
American Life T·Th 3:30-4:45
450
Porter· Traditional China
MWF 9:00-9:50
568
Nash-Seminar & Studies In
RecentAmerican History
W 3:30-6:15 pm

842-6991
,I

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

LAST DAY
Teachers Advocate
atUNM
Thursday 8-11 am SUB
ATF

Free coffee for teachers

Okies
~~

N M FT

Presents
Foot Long
Hot Dogs

.35c
..

Want Ads say it.
in a Big Way!t

......

Classified Advertising Rates
ISc per word, $1~00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Endosed $_ _ _ _ Placed by ------Telephone~-----

..

..oft. or semi..:sofUenses

Casey. Optical Co.

New IVIexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in tl•e Nn». Mnko Daily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under. the heading
(circle one): 1. Pemnals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
-+. Housing;
5. For Sale;
e. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneow.

'

Blood
Plasma

daily 11-3

• Jazz

Cent. SE 268-8515.·
.

i

Donate Twice Weekly

.Folk

• Rock

.

Earn'$15.00 a week

"--• Claaslcal

-~

Do You Need
Cash?

CHEAP WATERBEDS t\T Water Trips, $99 buys
you I) Any size dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety
liner, 3) foam insulated comfort pad, 4) any size
mattress with 5-yr guarantee. $99 at Water Trips.
3407 Central NE. 255-2289,
07/27
FEMALE GRAD STUDENT needs room near UNM
fall semester· private home or share apt. • responsible
- references. Laurie Burt 2300 McMurray Lane Nt.
07127
Vernon Washington, 98273, before Aug, 2.

·

No Minimum

1

'

MISCELLANEOUS

.'--V l 'I .111. u·.l L.C.l"' ~

.

· .-: KINKO'S . ... ·

E U R A I L PASSES, B R IT RA I L PASSES, A N D
European summer·evem schedules available. NOW at
Intercontinental Travel Centre, 265-9860, 255-6830.
'
04/28
ONE RIDER TO SHARE expenses and driving to
Central N.Y. Leaving May 13. Call266-0553 or 2654736,
. 04/27

EMPLOYMENT

PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE students only.
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday an'd Saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs. old.
Apply in person, no phone calls please. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5708 LomasNE. 5516 Menaul NE.
07127
APARTMENT MANAGER WANTED. Prefer.
clean-cut mature single male to rent, manage and
perform minor maintenance for 26 newer UNM area
units in exchange for apartment and Utilities.
References required. Call fo~ interview appointment
883-5940.
07/27
NEEDED: CASHIER WILL TRAIN. Must be able
to work some nights and weekends. Apply in person
after 2:00. Frontier Restaurant. 2400 Central. 07/27

Come to Marron Hall Room 131, or send $10 to:
UNM Box 20, Univ. of NM., Alb., N.M 87131

NEED QUICK CASH? Work full-time until school
starls, part-time during semester. He. p needed with
public opinion research interviewing. ~Ia soliciting or
selling, We train, Apply in person. ~ 1arketlng Ser07/27
vices of New Mexico 251 Wyoming NE.
BUSINESS STUDENT WANTED lor parH',ne
ol'fice work,'call293-7688,
' ! 127

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of-New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

..

